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Circle all the awake owls



Find the un�nished owls and draw each of them on a di�erent way



Elena Nikonorova
Fun Imagination
 
A textbook for the development of imagination and creativity
for all ages, children from 5 years old.
Recommended to work in family, in the classroom, in creative 
workshops, etc. 
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This book is to enjoy the wonderful country called
 IMAGINATION.

If you want, start drawing on this page... 
Would you add something to this drawing?



The owner and artist of this album is...

Elena Nikonorova



What does this doodle
 lo

ok
 li

ke
?

DROODLES 

Droodles are an interesting invention

of the writer and humorist Rodger Praises. 

They are a kind of doodles that we draw 

without thinking in order to turn them into a 

complete drawing. 

We can �nish them in many ways. 

Have fun inventing your drawings! 
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With fun doodles, fun drawings can be invented

Imagine your story

 with this drawing
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Invent your own drawings through these doodles
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Create more drawings with the doodles rotated
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Turn these scribbles into characters and objects
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Play by drawing your own doodles by yourself, with your friends or with your family

It is fun! 6



What does this yarn
 lo

ok
 li

ke
?

Take a yarn and stain it with paint

 (such as gouache, watercolour, etc). 

Then, place it on a sheet of paper

 and cover it w
ith another one. 

You will get a very interesting print! 

Create your drawings with these prints.
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With alive yarns, tables can also be created

Look at all the yarns and characters that have been created with them

Imagine your story

 with this drawing
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Invent your own drawings with these curious yarns
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Create more drawings with the yarns rotated
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Turn these yarns into characters and objects
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Create your own yarns  and invent your own drawings
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What does this omele
tt

e 
lo

ok
 li

ke
?

I made an omelette, 

and as I found it very curious,

 I have taken a picture of it...
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With the curious objects you can also make a drawing

Look at all the objects and characters that have been created with them

Imagine your story

 with this drawing
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Invent your own drawings with these objects
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Create more drawings with the objects rotated
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Turn these objects into characters and objects
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Cut your photos from various magazines, paste them here and make your drawings
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